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ABSTRACT

In bacteria, ribosomes stalled on truncated mRNAs are rescued by transfer-messenger RNA (tmRNA) and its protein partner SmpB.
Acting like tRNA, the aminoacyl-tmRNA/SmpB complex is delivered to the ribosomal A site by EF-Tu and accepts the transfer of
the nascent polypeptide. Although SmpB binding within the decoding center is clearly critical for licensing tmRNA entry into the
ribosome, it is not known how activation of EF-Tu occurs in the absence of a codon–anticodon interaction. A recent crystal
structure revealed that SmpB residue His136 stacks on 16S rRNA nucleotide G530, a critical player in the canonical decoding
mechanism. Here we use pre-steady-state kinetic methods to probe the role of this interaction in ribosome rescue. We find
that although mutation of His136 does not reduce SmpB’s affinity for the ribosomal A-site, it dramatically reduces the rate of
GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu. Surprisingly, the same mutation has little effect on the apparent rate of peptide-bond formation,
suggesting that release of EF-Tu from the tmRNA/SmpB complex on the ribosome may occur prior to GTP hydrolysis.
Consistent with this idea, we find that peptidyl transfer to tmRNA is relatively insensitive to the antibiotic kirromycin. Taken
together, our studies provide a model for the initial stages of ribosomal rescue by tmRNA.
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INTRODUCTION

In bacteria, translation of anmRNA lacking a stop codon leads
to ribosome stalling at the 3′ end of the transcript. To rescue
stalled ribosomes, bacteriamake use of anRNA–protein com-
plex consisting of transfer-messenger RNA (tmRNA) and its
protein partner SmpB (for reviews, see Moore and Sauer
2007; Janssen and Hayes 2012). Acting as a tRNA, the
tmRNA–SmpB complex enters the A-site of stalled ribo-
somes. Following transfer of the nascent peptide to Ala-
tmRNA, the ribosome resumes translation using tmRNA as
a template, adding an additional 10 amino acids that target
the nascent peptide for proteolysis. At a stop codon, the tagged
polypeptide is released, and the ribosomal subunits are recy-
cled for additional rounds of translation. This process, known
as trans-translation, tags about one out of every 200 proteins
for degradation in exponentially growing Escherichia coli cells
(Moore and Sauer 2005). tmRNA and SmpB are universally
conserved in bacteria, are essential for growth in several spe-
cies (Hutchison et al. 1999; Huang et al. 2000; Thibonnier
et al. 2008), are required for pathogenesis in others (Julio
et al. 2000; Okan et al. 2006), and have potential as novel an-
tibiotic targets (Ramadoss et al. 2013).

A fundamental problem in understanding trans-transla-
tion is determining how the entry of tmRNA into the ribo-
somal A-site compares with the entry of aminoacyl-tRNAs.
During canonical decoding, ribosomes discriminate between
cognate and non-cognate aminoacyl-tRNAs through robust
decoding mechanisms that ensure accurate translation of
the genetic code (Zaher and Green 2009). Cognate tRNAs
are selected through two kinetic discrimination steps that
are separated by the hydrolysis of GTP by EF-Tu (Daviter
et al. 2006). In the first step, cognate tRNAs trigger GTP ac-
tivation at a faster rate than non-cognate tRNAs do (Pape
et al. 1999; Gromadski and Rodnina 2004). The second se-
lection step, or proofreading, occurs after GTP hydrolysis
as the aminoacyl-tRNA is released from EF-Tu and under-
goes full accommodation within the A-site. Cognate tRNAs
are accommodated more rapidly than non-cognate tRNAs,
which can be rejected prior to peptidyl transfer (Pape et al.
1999).
Cognate tRNAs achieve faster rates in these two selection

steps through an induced-fit mechanism, as conformational
changes in the ribosome occur in response to correct
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codon–anticodon pairing. At the local level, codon–antico-
don pairing is monitored by conserved 16S nucleotides
A1492 and A1493, which flip out of helix 44 and bind to
the minor groove of the first and second base pairs in the co-
don–anticodon duplex. G530 also rotates froma syn to an anti
conformation to interact with the second and third base pairs
of the duplex (Ogle et al. 2001; Ogle and Ramakrishnan 2005;
Schmeing et al. 2009). These local interactions are coupled to
global conformational changes that effectively close the 30S
subunit over the codon–anticodon helix (Ogle et al. 2002).
Mutation of A1492, A1493, or G530 dramatically reduces
the rates of EF-Tu activation and peptidyl transfer for cognate
tRNAs, leading to lower fidelity in protein synthesis (Cochella
et al. 2007).
The canonical decoding mechanism presents a challenge

to our current understanding of trans-translation. During ri-
bosome rescue, the decoding center interacts not with an
RNA duplex but with tmRNA’s protein partner SmpB. The
tmRNA–SmpB complex mimics the shape of a canonical
tRNA, with SmpB acting as the anticodon stem–loop
(Bessho et al. 2007). Given that SmpB binding to the ribo-
somal decoding center protects A1492, A1493, and G530
from reacting with chemical probes (Nonin-Lecomte et al.
2009), we previously tested the model that SmpB’s interac-
tion with these key nucleotides might activate GTP hydrolysis
through the canonical mechanisms described above. Arguing
against this hypothesis, however, we found that mutation of
A1492, A1493, and G530 had little or no effect on the rates of
either GTPase activation or accommodation as tmRNA en-
ters stalled ribosomes (Miller et al. 2011).
Reasoning that SmpB must play a key role in licensing

tmRNA entry through some alternative mechanism, we also
determined the role of several conserved residues in theC-ter-
minal tail of SmpB (residues 133–160). Althoughwewere un-
able to identify SmpBmutants that inhibit GTPase activation,
we found that mutating key residues in the C-terminal tail
prevents peptidyl transfer to tmRNA (Miller et al. 2011).
Himeno and coworkers similarly reported that deletion of
the tail abolishes peptidyl transfer but has no effect on
GTPase activation (Kurita et al. 2010). In addition, they re-
ported that high concentrations of a synthetic peptide corre-
sponding to residues 133–160 blocks peptidyl transfer but not
GTPase activation.
Herewe revisit the question of EF-Tu activation by tmRNA

and SmpB in light of the recent crystal structure of the
Thermus thermophilus tmRNA–SmpB complex bound to
the 70S ribosome (Neubauer et al. 2012). The structure re-
veals in detail how SmpB engages the decoding center.
Helix 1 binds near A1492 and A1493, which are flipped out
of helix 44 of the 16S rRNA, albeit in a conformation that is
somewhat different from the conformation seen in canonical
decoding (Fig. 1A). G530 stacks against the side chain of
Tyr126, a conserved aromatic residue (His136 in E. coli).
Conserved residues Lys128 and Arg129 bind to the sugar
phosphate backbone of G530 and nucleotides nearby, per-

haps stabilizing this stacking interaction (Fig. 1B). These
structural findings prompted us to reevaluate the mecha-
nism by which SmpB interacts with the decoding center to li-
cense entry of tmRNA into the A-site. In particular, we report
biochemical evidence that the C-terminal tail plays a criti-
cal role in EF-Tu activation through a conserved base-stack-
ing interaction with G530, as proposed by Ramakrishnan
and coworkers (Neubauer et al. 2012). Contrary to previous
reports (Kurita et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2011), our findings
implicate the C-terminal tail in EF-Tu activation and fur-
ther clarify the mechanism of how tmRNA enters stalled
ribosomes.

RESULTS

The role of the SmpB C-terminal tail in EF-Tu activation

Although Himeno and coworkers reported that truncation
of the C-terminal tail after residue 132 has no effect on
GTP hydrolysis (Kurita et al. 2010), defects may have been
overlooked. To test the importance of the SmpB tail using
pre-steady-state kinetic methods, we assembled complexes
composed of EF-Tu, GTP, Ala-tmRNA, and one of several
SmpB variants. We also assembled initiation complexes con-
taining an mRNA with a start codon in the P-site, Phe codon
in the A-site, and no further downstream sequence. This
mRNA construct allows us to react these initiation complexes
with either the tmRNA–SmpB complex or Phe-tRNA as a
control. GTP hydrolysis rates were measured by monitoring
the appearance of inorganic phosphate over time as [γ-32P]

FIGURE 1. SmpB binding in the ribosomal decoding center. (A) SmpB
(blue) engages 16S rRNA nucleotides A1492, A1493, and G530 (red).
The C-terminal tail (residues 133–160) extends into themRNA channel.
Rendered using the T. thermophilus structures in PDB 4ABR (Neubauer
et al. 2012). (B) Key SmpB residues interact with G530 and nearby
nucleotides. Tyr126 corresponds to His136 in the E. coli protein. (C)
Conserved residues in residues 132–139 are shownwith the correspond-
ing residues in E. coli SmpB listed below (Andersen et al. 2006).
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GTP was hydrolyzed by EF-Tu. We note that the initiation
complex concentration is not necessarily saturating in these
reactions, and hence the observed rates may reflect changes
in both binding and catalysis (kcat/Km). We found that addi-
tion of a synthetic peptide corresponding to tail residues
133–160 diminished the GTPase rate∼60-fold (Fig. 2A), pre-
sumably by competing with intact SmpB for the tail-binding
site on the ribosome.We also found that deletion of the SmpB
tail after residue 132 reduced the rate ∼90-fold (Fig. 2B).
In both cases, the loss of the interaction of the SmpB tail
with the ribosome reduces GTPase activation rates, leading
us to the conclusion that the C-terminal tail plays an essential
role in EF-Tu activation, contrary to previous published
models.

To pinpoint which residues in the SmpB tail induce EF-Tu
activation, we created a series of SmpB truncation mutants
and analyzed their GTP hydrolysis rates (Fig. 2B). In contrast
to the dramatic, 90-fold reduction observed in the absence of
the tail, truncation after residues 139, 147, or 153 resulted in
only a modest, fourfold rate reduction. It appears that one or
more residues between Gly132 and Arg139 are essential for
activating EF-Tu. An analysis of the alignment of SmpB
(Fig. 1C) shows several highly conserved residues in this re-
gion of the C-terminal tail. However, we previously showed
that mutations of the conserved G132K and D137KR sequenc-
es had only a modest effect on GTP hydrolysis rates (Miller
et al. 2011).

His136 in SmpB plays a role in EF-Tu activation

In the recent crystal structure of T. thermophilus tmRNA,
SmpB, and EF-Tu bound to the ribosome (Neubauer et al.
2012), SmpB residue Tyr126 stacks with G530 of 16S
rRNA. This residue is conserved as His or Tyr, both aromatic
side chains capable of participating in base-stacking interac-
tions. To test the importance of this interaction, we mutated
the corresponding residue in E. coli, His136, to Ala and mea-
sured the rate of GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu. This single muta-
tion led to a 44-fold reduction in the rate of GTP hydrolysis
(Fig. 2C). Similar defects were seen with the polar amino
acids Cys, Lys, and Glu. Although a few species have the
aromatic side chain Phe at this position, we found that
the His136Phe mutation caused the same rate defect as
His136Ala. In contrast, the His136Tyr mutation reduced
the rate only threefold. The fact that the His136Tyr mutant
is only modestly affected lends support to the structural find-
ing that His136 interacts with the decoding center by stacking
with the base of G530.
In a previous study (Miller et al. 2011), we showed that the

G530A point mutation in 16S rRNA had no effect on EF-Tu
activation by the tmRNA/SmpB complex. In an attempt to
further disrupt the base-stacking interaction, we purified epi-
tope-tagged ribosomes containing the G530Umutation since
uracil stacks the poorest among the nucleobases (Rutledge
et al. 2007). As expected, this ribosome mutation has a sub-
stantial effect on normal EF-Tu activation during canonical
decoding with Phe-tRNA (Fig. 3). When reacted with the
tmRNA–SmpB complex, however, the rate of GTP hydrolysis
is not significantly reduced (only 1.3-fold). Nevertheless, we
do see a synthetic effect when the His136Tyr SmpB variant is
combined with G530U mutant ribosomes (about eightfold
rate reduction). These synergistic effects are consistent with
these two independent mutations affecting the same step in
EF-Tu activation. Taken together, these findings support a
model in which base stacking betweenHis136 and G530 is es-
sential for optimal GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu in stalled
ribosomes.

FIGURE 2. The SmpB C-terminal tail is critical for EF-Tu activation.
GTP hydrolysis rates were measured by reacting complexes containing
[γ-32P]GTP, EF-Tu, SmpB, and Ala-tmRNA with 70S initiation com-
plexes while monitoring the appearance of 32P-labeled inorganic phos-
phate upon GTP hydrolysis. (A) The reaction was performed in the
presence or absence of synthetic peptide corresponding to residues
133–160 of the SmpB tail. GTP hydrolysis rates were also obtained for
a series of SmpB proteins: mutants truncated after the residue given
(B), single amino acid changes at His136, the residue that stacks on
G530 (C), and the D137KR-to-AAA mutation and 139 truncation alone
and in combination (D). The standard error is shown for the curve fit for
the combination of two or more replicates.

FIGURE 3. Synergistic effects between G530 and His136 mutants. GTP
hydrolysis rates were measured for EF-Tu complexes containing either
Phe-tRNAPhe or Ala-tmRNA complexed with either wild-type or
His136Tyr SmpB. These complexes were reacted with initiation com-
plexes formed with tagged ribosomes that are either wild type or contain
the G530U mutation.
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Other residues in the SmpB tail play supporting roles
in EF-Tu activation

The results from the 139, 147, and 153 truncation mutants
suggest that other residues in the tail play at least a supporting
role in EF-Tu activation. We hypothesized that additional in-
teractions between the tail and the ribosome might help po-
sition His136 for stacking with G530. The C-terminal tail of
SmpB forms an α-helix and binds in the mRNA channel of
the ribosome (Miller et al. 2011; Neubauer et al. 2012).
Within this channel, T. thermophilus SmpB residue Val137
forms hydrophobic interactions with the surface of ribosom-
al protein S5 (Neubauer et al. 2012). Himeno and coworkers
reported that mutation of the corresponding residue in E. coli
SmpB from Trp147 to Cys resulted in defects in peptidyl
transfer but not EF-Tu activation (Kurita et al. 2010). We
made the Trp147Ala mutant and observed that the GTP hy-
drolysis was diminished by fourfold (Fig. 2D). These effects
are equivalent to those seen with truncations after 139.
In theT. thermophilus structure, two basic residues adjacent

to Tyr126, Lys128, andArg129 form ionic bondswith the sug-
ar–phosphate backbone near G530 of 16S rRNA (Fig. 1B;
Neubauer et al. 2012). Although these residues are highly
conserved, we find that they play only a minor role in EF-
Tu activation: Mutation of the corresponding E. coli residues
D137KR-to-AAA only has a fourfold effect (Fig. 2D).
However, in the context of the 139 truncation, the DKR-to-
AAA mutation decreases the rate of GTP hydrolysis more
than 100-fold. This low level of activity is similar to what we
observed in the 132 truncationmutantwith the tail fully delet-
ed. Perhaps Lys138 and Arg139 assist in EF-Tu activation, but
their importance ismaskedby additional interactions between
the ribosome and the residues in the SmpB tail after 139.

Mutations in the SmpB tail do not reduce
ribosome-binding affinity

To test if the reduction in GTPase rates in the SmpB mutants
results from impaired binding in the A-site, we used a fluo-
rescence-binding assay to measure the affinity of SmpB for
stalled ribosome complexes. By using SmpB alone, we were
able to probe the SmpB–ribosome interaction directly with-
out the added complications of tmRNA–ribosome binding
and reactivity. Rodnina et al. (1996) have used aminoacylated
tRNAs labeled with various fluorophores to monitor changes
in tRNA structure in the ribosome. Structural changes pro-
duce altered fluorescence emissions as the environment of
the fluorophore changes. Using tRNAPhe labeled with the flu-
orophore proflavine, we prepared ribosome complexes con-
taining fMet-Phe-tRNAPhe bound in the P-site. To these
complexes, we added wild-type SmpB, the 132 truncation
mutant, or the His136Ala mutant, and monitored changes
in fluorescence (Fig. 4A). From the fluorescence data, we cal-
culated dissociation constants (Kd) for each of the SmpB pro-
teins (Fig. 4B) and found that neither the 132-truncated

SmpB nor the His136Ala mutant showed defects in binding
to stalled ribosomes. These data agree with earlier reports
(Sundermeier et al. 2005; Nonin-Lecomte et al. 2009) that
the C-terminal tail is not required for high-affinity binding.
These data support the conclusion that the His136 is not es-
sential for ribosome binding per se but for promoting the ac-
tivation of EF-Tu.

Release of tmRNA from EF-Tu is remarkably facile

Our data indicate that the C-terminal tail is essential for EF-
Tu activation. In a previous study, we found that mutating
conserved residues in the tail or blocking helix formation in-
hibits peptidyl transfer (Miller et al. 2011). To test the impor-
tance of His136 in this step, we reacted initiation complexes
containing formyl-[35S]Met-tRNA in the P-site with Ala-
tmRNA and wild-type or His136Ala SmpB. Given that the
His136Ala mutation leads to a 44-fold defect in the rate of
EF-Tu activation, we expected a reduction in the rate of pep-
tidyl transfer as well. Surprisingly, the rates were essentially
equivalent for the wild-type and mutant SmpB (Fig. 5A), in-
dicating that His136 is not essential for accommodation or
peptidyl transfer. Although we cannot conclusively compare
the rates of EF-Tu activation and peptidyl transfer, because
the observed rates reflect kcat/Km under different reaction
conditions, the fact that EF-Tu activation appears to be 25-
fold slower than dipeptide formation led us to wonder if
tmRNAwere somehow being released from EF-Tu in a man-
ner independent of GTP hydrolysis.
To probe the mechanism of tmRNA release from EF-Tu,

we used the antibiotic kirromycin, which locks EF-Tu in its

FIGURE 4. Binding of SmpB to stalled ribosome complexes. (A)
Representative data showing the normalized fluorescence intensity of
P-site bound, proflavine-labeled fMet-Phe-tRNAPhe upon SmpB bind-
ing. (B) Apparent dissociation constants were determined from the fluo-
rescence data for wild-type SmpB and two SmpB tail mutants, one
truncated after residue 132, the other containing the His136Ala point
mutation. Each experiment was performed at least six times.
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GTP-bound conformation, preventing release of aminoacy-
lated tRNAs (Vogeley et al. 2001). As expected, in a control
reaction, the rate of peptidyl transfer to Phe-tRNAPhe was in-
hibited more than 1000-fold in the presence of kirromycin
(Fig. 5, cf. A and B). However, when EF-Tu complexed with
tmRNA and wild-type SmpB was reacted in the presence of
kirromycin, the rate of peptidyl transfer was only reduced
by ∼40-fold. When the His136Ala mutant was used, kirro-
mycin only reduced the rate of peptidyl transfer twofold
(Fig. 5B). The release of tmRNA fromEF-Tu occurs in aman-
ner that is remarkably resistant to kirromycin, suggesting that
tmRNA can be released for accommodation more easily than
canonical tRNAs.

These surprising findings raise questions about the role of
EF-Tu in trans-translation. Although EF-Tu binds tmRNA
(Barends et al. 2001; Valle et al. 2003; Neubauer et al. 2012),
there are also reports that peptidyl transfer to tmRNA occurs
robustly even in the absence of EF-Tu (Hallier et al. 2004;
Shimizu and Ueda 2006). To further test the role of EF-Tu
in this process, we determined the rate of peptidyl transfer
to Ala-tmRNA with and without EF-Tu. We found that pep-
tidyl transfer occurs in the absence of EF-Tu, as reported
(Hallier et al. 2004; Shimizu and Ueda 2006), but that the
rate is ∼1000-fold faster when EF-Tu is present (Fig. 5, cf. A
and C). EF-Tu accelerates peptidyl transfer to Phe-tRNA by
a similar amount.We conclude that EF-Tudramatically accel-
erates peptidyl transfer to the tmRNA–SmpB complex, pre-
sumably by delivering the complex to the ribosomal A-site
as occurs with canonical aminoacyl-tRNAs.

DISCUSSION

Stalled ribosomes accept Ala-tmRNA into the A-site in the
absence of a codon–anticodon interaction. Structural and
biochemical studies indicate that tmRNA’s protein partner
SmpB binds the decoding center in the 30S A-site (Kaur
et al. 2006; Kurita et al. 2007; Nonin-Lecomte et al. 2009;
Neubauer et al. 2012). Although the C-terminal tail of
SmpB is essential for peptidyl transfer to tmRNA (Sunderme-

ier et al. 2005; Kurita et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2011), it was not
thought to play a role in EF-Tu activation. In the present
study, we use pre-steady-state kinetic methods to clarify the
role of the SmpB tail in licensing tmRNA entry into stalled ri-
bosomes, showing that it is critical for both EF-Tu activation
and peptidyl transfer.
In the crystal structure of T. thermophilus EF-Tu, SmpB,

and tmRNA bound to the 70S ribosome and trapped in the
A/T state, conserved residues in SmpB bind near A1492,
A1493, and G530 in the decoding center. Mutation of posi-
tively charged residues in SmpB helix 1 (data not shown)
or mutation of A1492 or A1493 had no significant effect on
SmpB activity (Miller et al. 2011). These results are consistent
with the fact that residues in helix 1 are not in close contact
with the bases of A1492 and A1493. It seems unlikely that
these interactions are essential for SmpB function.
Here we report kinetic data that provide biochemical evi-

dence to support the structural observations of Ramakrishnan
and coworkers that the His136 side chain stacks on the G530
base (Neubauer et al. 2012). His136 mutants that are incapa-
ble of stacking have dramatically lower GTP hydrolysis rates,
indicating that this interaction is essential for EF-Tu activa-
tion. These findings help explain why residue 136 is conserved
as His or Tyr, two residues with high base-stacking propensi-
ties. Notably, although the aromatic Phe side chain is capable
of participating in base-stacking interactions, the His136Phe
mutant is inactive. This loss of activity may be due to lower
stacking energy, as nucleobases stack more poorly with Phe
than with His or Tyr (Rutledge et al. 2007). Importantly, mu-
tation of His136 to Ala or deletion of the C-terminal tail after
residue 132 does not affect the affinity of SmpB for the ribo-
somal A-site. Although the tail apparently contributes little to
overall SmpB binding energy, we speculate that His136 alters
the conformation ofG530, leading to conformational changes
in the ribosome similar to those observed in the canonical de-
coding process. Indeed, the T. thermophilus structure shows
that the tmRNA–SmpB complex induces closure of the 30S
subunit as observed in canonical decoding (Neubauer et al.
2012).
In a previous study, we found that ribosomes containing

the 16S rRNAmutation G530A supported rapid rates of pep-
tidyl transfer and GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu (Miller et al.
2011). Given that His136’s interaction with G530 is through
base stacking, it may be that G530A ribosomes do not exhibit
significant rate defects because the stacking energies of His
with guanine or adenine are similar (Rutledge et al. 2007).
As the stacking energy between His and uracil is predicted
to be substantially weaker, one might expect more of a reduc-
tion in the GTP hydrolysis rate in the G530Umutant than we
observed. Indeed, in the presence of theHis136Tyr SmpBmu-
tant, the activity of the G530U ribosomes was substantially re-
duced. This synergistic defect is consistent with a mechanism
in which both mutations (G530U and His136Tyr) cause de-
fects at the same step. We speculate that GTPase activation
is robust because binding and positioning of G530 and

FIGURE 5. EF-Tu releases tmRNAmore easily than Phe-tRNA prior to
peptidyl transfer. Initiation complexes containing 35S-labeled fMet-
tRNAfMet were reacted with the EF-Tu/Phe-tRNA complex or with the
EF-Tu/Ala-tmRNA complex and either wild-type or His136Ala SmpB.
Rates of dipeptide formationwere determined in the absence (A) or pres-
ence (B) of 200 μM kirromycin, and in the absence of EF-Tu (C).
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His136 are aided both by the nearby residues Lys138 and
Arg139 in the D137KR sequence and by the interaction of
the downstream portion of the C-terminal tail with the
mRNA channel.
While activation of EF-Tu during trans-translation shares

some mechanistic similarities to canonical translation,
particularly the involvement of G530, we also observe some
surprising differences. It appears that the tmRNA–SmpB
complex may be more easily released from EF-Tu than ca-
nonical tRNAs are. The His136Ala SmpB mutation reduces
the rate of EF-Tu activation such that it is 25-fold slower
than the rate of peptidyl transfer, implying that peptidyl
transfer may occur without GTP hydrolysis. Because our ob-
served rates reflect kcat/Km, we cannot state this conclusively.
However, the fluorescence binding assays and the lack of a
peptidyl-transfer defect suggest that the His136Ala mutation
has little or no effect on SmpB’s ability to bind the ribosome.
We speculate that this mutation primarily affects kcat for GTP
hydrolysis and that it does not affect peptidyl transfer because
tmRNA can be released from EF-Tu even without GTP
hydrolysis.
Consistent with this interpretation, we find that peptidyl

transfer to tmRNA is unusually resistant to the antibiotic
kirromycin. Kirromycin binds EF-Tu and blocks conforma-
tional changes after GTP hydrolysis, trapping aminoacyl-
tRNAs onto EF-Tu (Vogeley et al. 2001). Kirromycin has
only a modest effect on peptidyl transfer to tmRNA with
wild-type SmpB and has essentially no effect with the
His136Ala mutant. It appears that the tmRNA–SmpB com-
plex is released from EF-Tu without the canonical conforma-
tional changes that result from GTP hydrolysis. The fact that
EF-Tu binds to Ala-tmRNA more weakly than it binds Ala-
tRNA (Barends et al. 2000, 2001) potentially contributes to
facile tmRNA release from EF-Tu into the A-site. In support
of this idea, we note that a mutation in EF-Tu that lowers its
affinity for otherwise tight-binding aminoacyl-tRNAs in-
creases the peptidyl-transfer rate because release from EF-
Tu occurs more rapidly in the A-site (Schrader et al. 2011).
Contacts between the large tmRNA molecule and the ri-

bosome may also partially explain its release from EF-Tu
in the A-site. Ueda and coworkers found that peptidyl-trans-
fer end points were unaffected by kirromycin (Shimizu
and Ueda 2006). In contrast, peptidyl transfer to a truncated
tmRNA containing only the tRNA-like domain (TLD) was
blocked by kirromycin. These results raise the possibility
that the body of tmRNA, consisting of four pseudoknots
and the mRNA-like region, is at least partially responsible
for tmRNA’s unusual ability to undergo peptidyl transfer in
the presence of kirromycin.
In general terms, it makes biological sense that EF-Tu ac-

tivation is more important for canonical elongation than
trans-translation because a different type of selectivity is in-
volved. In canonical translation, the ribosome must select
cognate aminoacyl-tRNAs; translational fidelity arises from
two reversible tRNA selection steps separated by the irrevers-

ibility of GTP hydrolysis. In contrast, trans-translation does
not require this same kind of substrate selectivity. Instead,
trans-translation requires that tmRNA react selectively with
stalled ribosomes and not actively translating ribosomes.
tmRNA does not undergo rapid accommodation and pep-
tidyl transfer if the mRNA extends more than 12–15 nucleo-
tides (nt) after the P-site codon (Ivanova et al. 2004) because
the SmpB tail cannot properly engage the mRNA channel
(Neubauer et al. 2012). In trans-translation, although GTP
hydrolysis may occur as EF-Tu delivers the tmRNA-SmpB
complex, this event is probably not providing two oppor-
tunities for selectivity in the same way it does in canonical
translation.
In conclusion, our data support the following model of the

initial steps of trans-translation: EF-Tu delivers SmpB and
Ala-tmRNA to the ribosomal A-site. The body of SmpB is re-
sponsible for its binding affinity in the decoding center.
His136 stacks on G530 as positioned by D137KR and other
downstream tail residues. GTP is hydrolyzed and tmRNA
is released from EF-Tu, although it is not clear that GTP hy-
drolysis is necessary for this release. If the C-terminal tail can
enter the mRNA channel, the tmRNA–SmpB complex is
accommodated fully into the A-site, and peptidyl transfer
takes place. If the mRNA length downstream from the
A-site codon is prohibitively long (12 nt or more), then the
tmRNA–SmpB complex cannot accommodate properly and
dissociates from the ribosome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Purification of translation components

Wild-type and G530U MS2-tagged ribosomes were expressed and
purified as described (Youngman and Green 2005; Cochella et al.
2007; Miller et al. 2011). IF1, IF2, IF3, and His-tagged EF-Tu,
PheRS, and AlaRS were purified as described (Shimizu et al. 2001;
Cochella and Green 2005; Brunelle et al. 2006). Wild-type and mu-
tant SmpB proteins were expressed and purified as described (Miller
et al. 2011). Formyl-[35S]Met-tRNAfMet was prepared as described
(Walker and Fredrick 2008). The mRNA GGAAUUCGGGCCC
UUGUUAACAAUUAAGGAGGUAUACUAUGUUC was synthe-
sized by T7 transcription of a template assembled by annealing sense
and antisense oligonucleotides. It has a Phe codon in the A-site with
nothing downstream so that when incorporated into initiation com-
plexes, it can react with either tmRNA-SmpB or Phe-tRNA. tmRNA
was synthesized and aminoacylated as described (Miller et al. 2011).
The extent of tmRNA aminoacylation was 50%–60% as deter-
mined by a small parallel reaction with [14C]-alanine. tRNAPhe

(Sigma-Aldrich) was aminoacylated with purified PheRS.

GTP hydrolysis reactions

70S initiation complexes and ternary and tmRNA-SmpB quaternary
complexes were formed essentially as described (Miller et al. 2011).
Initiation complexes were diluted to 400 nM prior to storage at
−80°C. GTP hydrolysis rate reactions were carried out on a
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KinTek RQF-3 quench-flow instrument at 20°C. Equal volumes of
initiation complexes and either ternary or quaternary complexes
were rapidly mixed and quenched with 40% formic acid at the de-
sired times. Inhibition by the synthetic peptide corresponding to the
C-terminal tail (133–160) of SmpB was performed by incubating
500 μM synthetic peptide with the initiation complex before mixing
with quaternary complex. Reaction products were resolved on PEI
cellulose TLC plates in 0.5 M KH2PO4 (pH 3.5) and analyzed by au-
toradiography. The data were fit to a single exponential equation
in GraphPad Prism5. All reactions were performed at least twice;
the standard error of the curve fit for the combined replicates is
reported.

Peptide-bond formation reactions

70S initiation complexes were formed as described (Miller et al.
2011). The Phe-tRNAPhe ternary complex was prepared by incubat-
ing 5 μM charged Phe-tRNAPhe, 20 μM EF-Tu, and 1 mM GTP in
buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.5, 70 mM NH4Cl, 30 mM
KCl, 7 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM dithiothreitol). The tmRNA–SmpB
quaternary complexes were prepared by incubating 5 μM charged
tmRNA (∼10 μM total), 20 μM SmpB, and 1 mM GTP in buffer
A on ice for 5 min; 20 μM EF-Tu was added, and the reaction mix-
ture was incubated for 15 min on ice.

Peptide-bond formation rate reactions were carried out at 20°C
by mixing equal volumes of initiation complexes with either ternary
or quaternary complexes. Inhibition by kirromycin was performed
by incubating 200 μM kirromycin with the initiation complexes be-
fore mixing with ternary or quaternary complexes. The reactions
were stopped at the desired times by addition of KOH to a final con-
centration of 0.3 M. Reactions with relatively fast rate constants
(>0.05 sec−1) were performed on the KinTek RQF-3 quench-flow
instrument. Reaction products were resolved using cellulose TLC
plates in pyridine acetate (pH 2.8) as described (Youngman et al.
2004) and analyzed by autoradiography. The data were fit to a single
exponential equation with GraphPad Prism5 software. All reported
reactions were performed at least twice; the standard error of the
curve fit for the combined replicates is reported.

Fluorescence measurements

tRNAPhe was labeled with proflavin by resuspending 100 μM
tRNAPhe in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 10 mg/mL NaBH4 (in
10 mMKOH). After incubating for 1 h at 0°C, the tRNAPhe was pre-
cipitated with ethanol and resuspended in 0.1 M NaOAc (pH 4.2).
The tRNAPhe was incubated with 30 mM proflavin for 16 h at 37°C.
Excess proflavin was removed by phenol:chloroform extraction fol-
lowed by ethanol precipitation. The labeled tRNAPhe was resuspend-
ed in water and aminoacylated as described above.

Labeled ribosome complexes were assembled by incubating 2 μM
70S ribosomes; 6 μMmRNA; 3 μM fMet-tRNAfMet; 3 μM each IF1,
IF2, and IF3; and 2mMGTP in buffer A for 45 min at 37°C. Ternary
complexes containing labeled Phe-tRNAPhe were made by incubat-
ing 20 μM EF-Tu, 2 μM labeled Phe-tRNAPhe, 1.6 mM GTP, and 2
μM EF-G in buffer A for 15 min on ice. The ribosome initiation
complex and ternary complex were mixed and allowed to incubate
for 10 min at 37°C. The labeled complex was purified by layering
over a 1.3-mL sucrose cushion (1.1 M sucrose, 20 mM Tris-HCl
at pH 7.5, 500 mM NH4Cl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM EDTA) and

spun at 258,000g in a TLA100.3 rotor for 2 h. The resulting pellet
was resuspended in buffer A and stored at −80°C.

Fluorescence measurements were performed on a Fluorolog-3
spectrofluorometer (Horiba). The excitation wavelength was 449
nm. Emission spectra were obtained as SmpB at desired concen-
trations was added to 5 nM labeled ribosome complexes.
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